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COMPANY BACKGROUND
SRC Inc. is an independent, not-for-profit research and development company that applies science, technology,
and information to solve problems of national significance in the defense, environment, and intelligence
industries.

“We did a market study and we ended back with Aras Innovator. The
pretty simple reason is that, for what we had done with it, we would
have had to buy a bunch of other systems to replace the one—and
that was a non-starter.”
- Kevin Murray, Corporate IT Senior Software Developer for Product Lifecycle Applications at SRC

CHALLENGE TO BE ADDRESSED
Making the transition from small-run R&D projects to full-scale manufacturing for large volume contracts
required SRC to find a PLM solution that would allow them to scale and provide the flexibility to continuously
innovate and build new solutions.

SOLUTION
Built applications for:
▪

International Trade Compliance

▪

Customer Order, Work Orders and Serialized Parts

▪

Flow Tags for Assembly and Test Data Collection

▪

RMA (Returned Materials Authorization) and As Maintained Configuration

SRC is continuously innovating and building with Aras.
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IN THE BEGINNING
SRC has research and development in its DNA, so it’s no surprise
that finding new and innovative ways to do things is something that
comes very naturally to the organization that has the motto “Redefining
Possible.” Founded as Syracuse University Research Corporation in 1957,
it became an independent institution in the early 1970’s and was renamed
Syracuse Research Corporation. Today SRC Inc. (srcinc.com) is a not-forprofit research and development organization dedicated to defense, cyber
security, intelligence, and environmental research. Then, in 2006, a very
large government order for one of SRC’s inventions meant that they had
to ramp up manufacturing which led to the establishment of SRCTec, a
wholly owned manufacturing subsidiary, to handle this “for profit” work.
In 2004, SRC became one of Aras’ early customers. Peter Schroer,
Aras’ CEO, recalls “What they were looking for was not traditional
PLM. They needed a platform for as-built product traceability, supply
chain management, design management, and lots more. Since no
vendor was going to have everything SRC needed “out-of-the-box,”
flexibility was the key.”
From the very beginning, SRC took full advantage of the flexibility of the
Aras Innovator platform to build apps to suit their needs. But, early on,
two decisions were made that would impact them some years later. The
first was SRC’s decision to develop a Windows based client to improve
performance. The second was to stay with their fully custom version that
had served them well for so long, rather than migrate to Aras’ CM core,
Product Engineering (PE), after it became available.
According to Kevin Murray, SRC’s Corporate IT Senior Software
Developer for Product Lifecycle Applications, “There was no easy
migration path from SRC’s schema to PE and back in 2006 (Aras’) PE
didn’t offer much that SRC didn’t already have. The custom client made
adopting PE that much more difficult.”
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That decision ultimately led to a turning point. According to Murray, “Over the years, we,
continued to develop that client as we expanded what we do with the system, but we found
ourselves isolated from the improvements and enhancements coming out from Aras.” SRC
knew that a decision had to be made about the best way to move forward. After completing a
market study to evaluate their options, Murray recalls, “We decided to approach this as if we
were starting over again, and we looked at six different products, including Aras Innovator.
For several reasons, we concluded the best option was to stay with Aras Innovator. Due to
the many customizations we’d made, we would have had to replace Aras Innovator with
multiple systems, which would have been expensive. The price of the Aras subscription
model was very competitive—far less than some other companies were demanding. We also
saw the continuous improvement and the vast resources that are part of the community that
relies on the Aras Innovator web client—and that had tremendous appeal. When you looked
at the functionality and the cost, Aras Innovator was clearly the best choice for our company.”

BUILDING WITH ARAS - FLOW TAGS & THE DIGITAL THREAD
As a company with research, development, and innovation at its very core, it’s not surprising
that over the years SRC Inc. has taken full advantage of the flexibility of the Aras Innovator
platform to build applications specifically suited to their needs. While “building with Aras” is a
concept firmly embedded in SRC’s DNA, a few projects stand out as particularly illustrative of
Aras Innovator’s unique flexibility.
From the beginning, SRC used Aras to support customer orders, work orders, serialized
parts and later, RMA (material returns). But, more recent, is the addition of a new SRC built
feature—the flow tag. While serialized parts document the as-built configuration, flow tags
document the build process itself. According to Murray, “Flow Tags are kind of like an MES
system. They provide build instructions and collect test data. Classic MES won’t work for us
in the R&D side because R&D is exploratory. Work plans are refined as we go when we build
an engineering development model or conduct feasibility studies. Flow tags capture what
we’ve done, and they enhance traceability. We can open the serialized part record and on its
relationship tabs see all of the test data collected and test equipment used, over the lifetime
of that part. Of course, we can go the other way, to the test equipment, and see every part we
used it on and at what step. That’s all new capability, but that’s really the Digital Thread being
realized.” And, SRC built it all with Aras Innovator!
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BUILDING WITH ARAS –
COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Another of SRC’s significant additions is a new application they’ve built for Commodity
Classification—using Aras Innovator to ensure that SRC is in full compliance with
international trade regulations.
Practically everything exported from the United States is subject to export controls—
especially the radars, electronic warfare and counter drone equipment SRC builds.
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) control items appearing on the U.S. Munitions
List (USML), while the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) cover everything else. Failure
to properly classify exports can result in significant fines, loss of export licenses, as well as
other business sanctions.
SRC’s Commodity Classification application was designed to determine two things: which
jurisdiction controls the product—ITAR or EAR—and its classification. According to Murray,
“We used to consider everything to be ITAR, until we began to develop products that are
commercial rather than military for a global market.”
Determining export classification requires a fundamental understanding of product
capability—what the product can be used for—which may not be the same as how it’s
marketed. Factors that need to be considered when determining product capability are
potential end uses, specifications and drawings, and comparable products in the marketplace.
SRC decided it was best to train a small group of engineers to perform this function.
But, why did SRC implement a regulatory compliance process in Aras Innovator? One reason
was that SRC’s engineers already knew Aras Innovator. According to Murray, there were four
other very basic reasons:
▪

SRC “owns” Aras Innovator

▪

It is a programmable platform

▪

SRC’s IT already supports it

▪

This is part related data and Aras Innovator is the
authoritative source for part data at SRC
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Constantly innovating and discovering new things that can be done with Aras Innovator
is “just another day at the office” for Kevin Murray and SRC. Says Murray, “Laboratory
Equipment Management is one that we’re releasing in late 2020. It’s an extension of the test
equipment component of the flow tag project, but encompasses not just test equipment,
but equipment of all types—from the antistatic mats on the floor to soldering stations, PC’s
and calibrated equipment of all kinds. For all of these equipment types, the app will track
location, damage history, scheduling and performance of both calibrations and preventative
maintenance.” According to Murray, this will finally eliminate using spreadsheets for this
task. “I’ve told them, this is mission critical data—we’re too big, now. We can’t afford do it in
Excel any longer.”
Back in 2013, SRC made the move to Aras’ standard web client. Now, in 2021, SRC will take
their next big. According to Murray, “Since SRC went live with Aras in 2005, we heavily
developed the production end of the digital thread. Meanwhile, over those years, Aras heavily
developed the engineering end of the thread. Once PE is our CM core, we will go on to meld
Aras’ applications with our own. We’ll have the best of both worlds and likely, we’ll be the
first to span the entire digital thread within Aras Innovator.”

Aras provides a resilient platform for digital industrial applications. Only Aras offers open, low-code technology
that enables the rapid delivery of flexible, upgradeable solutions for the engineering, manufacturing, and
maintenance of complex products. Aras’ platform and product lifecycle management applications connect users
in all disciplines and functions to critical product data and processes across the lifecycle and throughout the
extended supply chain. Headquartered in Andover, MA with major offices throughout the world, Aras supports
more than 350 global multinational customers and over 250,000 users. The Aras Innovator platform is freely
downloadable. All applications are available at a single subscription rate, which includes all upgrades performed
by Aras. Aras customers include Airbus, Audi, Denso, GE, GM, Honda, Kawasaki, Microsoft, and Nissan.

www.aras.com
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